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Brihan Mumbai Electric Supply and Transport Undertaking (BEST) distribute electric supply within 
the old city limits of Mumbai and runs Public Transport in the Greater Mumbai region. This write up 
is about the disaster management plans for the electric supply distribution. 

2. Introduction: 

BEST gets all the power from M/s. Tata Electric Company at 110kV, 33kV or 22kV and 
distributes the Energy from Colaba to Haji Ali / Byculla in South zone and Byculla / Haji Ali to Sion, 
Chunabhatti/ Mahim in North zone as shown in Annexure-I. A map showing the power system 
arrangement is attached as Annexure-II. The statistical data of Receiving Substations, Distribution 
Substations, Cables, Consumers etc. in Electric Supply Division as on 31st March 2021, is as follows:- 

 

Description Numbers 

   No. of receiving substations 64 
   No. of power transformers 153 
   No. of distribution substations 2448 
   No. of distribution transformers 3294 
   Length of cables (EHV, HV and LV cables in kms) 11916 

   No. of consumers (in lacs) 10.44 
 

To avoid failure of electric supply even for few minutes, BEST has evolved very systematic 
and time-tested procedures and arrangements for attending to all types of breakdowns. 

It is our experience that major floods occur in Mumbai once or twice in some years, when 
there will be innumerable breakdowns. In such cases, we divert officials from other non-emergency 
departments to deal with the situation. The BEST operation  and maintenance system is capable of 
dealing with all the increased breakdowns, though the restoration of supply will take some more time 
during flood and riot situations. Also, in cases such as floods, fire etc. there will be two contradictory 
requirements of switching off supply to the areas affected by shocks, fire etc., and restoring supply 
when these conditions subside. Hence the nature of actions to be taken varies from situation to 
situation, and calls for discretion and judgment by experienced engineers. With the present set up of 
control centers and operating personnel with vehicles, BEST is in a position to deal with these 
situations, if necessary by diverting additional staff from non-emergency departments. This is 
possible, because Electric Supply Branch ensures that all the technical personnel are trained to do 
emergency jobs, by a flexible transfer policy. 

 
For enabling the control centers to arrive at the correct decision on action, it will be highly 

beneficial if the consumers are in a position to give information on the extent of supply failure, i.e. 
whether only their building is affected, or more buildings are affected or the entire area is affected. If 
the consumer gives wrong information, it may delay the restoration, as the different section personnel 
may get deployed for the job initially. In case  of tripping in receiving stations, the controls will 
automatically get information through the SCADA system, and Fault Engineer will move into action. 
























































































